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Description

FIELD

[0001] This invention is directed generally to methods and systems for remote measurement of shallow depths in
semi-transparent media, and particularly to methods and systems for measurement of the relative distance between
surfaces of differing polarization properties.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Light detection and ranging (lidar) bathymetry is a technique capable of measuring the depth of a relatively
shallow body of water (e.g., less than 2 meters). A pulsed laser beam is transmitted from the lidar instrument to the body
of water. The light generated by the laser beam is typically in the blue-green portion of the spectrum due to the high
transmission through water of light at that wavelength. Portions of the laser pulse scatter from the air/water interface,
the water volume, and the floor of the water body back to and are collected by the instrument. The times of flight of the
detected signals are converted into range measurements and, upon consideration of viewing geometry, propagation
paths, and associated errors, permit determination of the probed water depth.
[0003] Depth measurement in the shallow water regime is challenging due to system bandwidth limitations of traditional
bathymetric lidar techniques. The shallow water limit of current lidar technologies occurs where ambiguities exist between
surface scatterings, volume scattering along the water column, and floor scattering due to system bandwidth limitations
associated with laser and/or detector pulse widths. As a result, present day bathymetry lidar systems are limited to depth
measurements no shallower than tens of centimeters. European patent specification no. EP 2 277 776 A2 discloses an
airborne multiple field-of-view water droplet sensor including an illumination portion and a detection portion. The illumi-
nation portion includes a first optical beam emitter configured to output a light beam. The detection portion includes a
kaleidoscope configured to channel a first portion of the backscattered light towards an inner reflective surface of a
circle-to-line converter, a multiple field of view subsystem having at least a first detector configured to receive light
reflected by the circle-to-line converter, and a single field-of-view subsystem configured to receive a second portion of
the backscattered light, the second portion not having been reflected by the circle-to-line converter. The single field-of-
view subsystem may include a dual channel circular polarization detector for distinguishing between liquid water droplets
and ice crystals based on information in the single field-of-view.
United States patent specification no. US 2009/ 073442 A2 discloses a number of embodiments directed to pulsed
polarimeters for conducting remote, non-perturbative diagnostic measurements of inducing fields of a medium demon-
strating induced optical activity. In one aspect, there is disclosed a pulse polarimeter including a light source emitting a
polarized light pulse having sufficiently narrow spatial extent at a prescribed wavelength and a light gathering optical
system including a light gathering optic having an optic axis directed toward the medium and positioned to collect and
collimate a predetermined solid angle of an emission from the medium into a collimated emission beam, while preserving
the polarization state of the emission. The pulse polarimeter includes a directional coupler that makes coincident the
propagation direction of the polarized light pulse with the optic axis and a polarization detection system for measuring
the intensity and determining the polarization state of the collimated emission beam continuously in time as the polarized
light pulse transits the medium.
United States patent specification no. US 7 580 127 B1 discloses a polarization lidar system for remotely identifying
characteristics of atmospheric aerosol particles by transmitting a polarized beam of light and analyzing polarization
characteristics of received backscatter. The transmitter features high pulse energy to remotely identify aerosol particles
with substantially one pulse. The transmitter employs a thin film plate polarizer and a Raman wavelength shifter to
achieve eye-safe, single-plane linearly polarized energy. The transmit beam and receiver field of view are coaxial. The
receiver employs a telescope, a collimating lens, and a beam splitter. The beam splitter splits the received backscatter
into a single-plane polarized beam whose polarization plane is parallel to the plane of transmission and a single-plane
polarized beam whose polarization plane is perpendicular to the plane of transmission. In United States patent specifi-
cation no. US 7 580 127 B1, each split beam is directed through separate focusing lenses onto separate detectors. The
detector signals are amplified and processed to remotely determine atmospheric aerosol particle characteristics.
United Kingdom patent specification no. GB 2 256 766 A discloses an optical filter eliminates most optical noise e.g.,
solar noise in underwater LIDAR, imaging, bathymetry or communication systems. A reflected backscattered or emitted
laser beam is split into two beams of different polarizations filtered by identical FADOF filters and recombined before
being detected. Substantially all other wavelengths not corresponding to the transmitted wavelength are rejected by the
FADOFs (Faraday anomalous dispersion optical filters) since the laser source is tuned to the FADOF pass-frequency.
Each FADOF comprises a ceasium vapour in a variable magnetic field which is heated to smooth out the hyperfine
structure by means of the Doppler effect, preceded and succeeded by a polarizer.
European patent specification no. EP 1 391 382 A1 discloses an ice detection warning system mountable on board an
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aircraft for inflight monitoring of the airspace ahead of the aircraft comprises: a first plurality of optical elements configured
to direct a pulsed laser beam at a first wavelength from a laser source into the airspace ahead of the aircraft; a second
plurality of optical elements configured to separate received backscattering of light from the laser beam into a plurality
of predetermined wavelengths; a plurality of light detectors for detecting the light of the separated plurality of wavelengths,
respectively, and generating respectively corresponding plurality of electrical signals representative of the light detected
thereby; and a processor for processing the plurality of electrical signals to determine if airspace conditions ahead of
the aircraft are likely to cause ice accretion on the surface of the aircraft, and for generating a warning indicative thereof.
In one disclosed embodiment, the warning system includes an optical scanner operative to scan the pulsed laser beam
into the airspace ahead of the aircraft with a predetermined scan pattern, the scanner also being operative to receive
the backscattering of light from the pulsed laser beam and direct it to the second plurality of optical elements which is
configured to separate the received backscattering of light into the plurality of predetermined wavelengths.
United States patent specification no. US 2010/025589 A1 discloses methods and systems for processing an analog
signal that is generated by a high energy photon detector in response to a high energy photon interaction. A digital edge
is generated representing the time of the interaction along a first path, and the energy of the interaction is encoded as
a delay from the digital edge along a second path. The generated digital edge and the delay encode the time and energy
of the analog signal using pulse width modulation.
[0004] However, there is still a need in the art to improve the precision and other aspects of bathymetry lidar systems.

SUMMARY

[0005] Accordingly, the invention is directed to methods and systems for remote measurement of shallow depths in
semi-transparent media that substantially obviate one or more of the problems due to limitations and disadvantages of
the prior art.
[0006] An advantage of the invention is to provide enhanced range resolution and precise measurement in shallow
water depth measurement and water floor topography mapping. Further, the invention has capabilities and applications
in semi-transparent media thickness measurement and surface topography characterization.
[0007] Another advantage is to allow distance sampling with no physical contact with the media.
[0008] Yet another advantage is providing a low cost, accurate, self-calibrating, and scalable solution with a differential
measurement requiring no knowledge of the lidar system’s platform position.
[0009] Additional features and advantages of the invention will be set forth in the description which follows, and in part
will be apparent from the description, or may be learned by practice of the invention. The objectives and other advantages
of the invention will be realized and attained by the structure particularly pointed out in the written description and claims
hereof as well as the appended drawings.
[0010] To achieve these and other advantages and in accordance with the purpose of the present invention, as
embodied and broadly described, a lidar system includes a transmitter configured to output polarized light to a target,
a receiver configured to collect scattered light from the target, a first detector, a second detector, the first detector and
the second detector are configured to receive at least a respective portion of the scattered light from the receiver, and
timing electronics coupled to each of the first and second detectors.
[0011] In another aspect of the present invention, a lidar system includes a light transmitter configured to transmit a
light signal, a light receiver configured to receive a scattered light signal, the scattered light signal includes a first
component and a second component, and a detector configured to resolve the first and second components of the
scattered light signal.
[0012] In yet another aspect of the present invention, a lidar system includes a source of polarized light and a light
receiver, the light receiver configured to receive scattered light. The light receiver includes a polarizing beam splitter,
the polarizing beam splitter splits the scattered light into a cross-planar polarization component and a co-planar polari-
zation component. The lidar system further includes a first detector, the first detector is configured to receive the cross-
planar polarized component, and a second detector, the second detector is configured to receive the co-planar polarized
component.
[0013] In further yet another aspect of the present invention, a method of measuring a relative distance between a
first surface and a second surface with differing polarization characteristics, the method includes the steps of generating
polarized light, scattering at least some of the polarized light from the first surface and at least some of the polarized
light from the second surface, receiving the scattered light, splitting the scattered light into a first and second component,
the first and second component having a relative difference in polarization, detecting the first and second component,
determining an amount of time elapsed between the first and second component, and calculating a relative distance
between the first surface and the second surface based on the amount of time elapsed.
[0014] In another aspect of the present invention, a lidar system includes a laser light source, an output of the laser
light source is laser light. The lidar system further includes a polarizing beam splitter, the laser light is aligned with the
transmission axis of the polarizing beam splitter, and an output of the polarizing beam splitter is linearly polarized light.
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The lidar system further includes a quarter-wave plate, the linearly polarized light transmitted by the polarizing beam
splitter is received at the quarter-wave plate. In a first mode of operation, the fast or slow axis of the quarter-wave plate
is oriented 45-degrees to the linearly polarized light output of the polarizing beam splitter, circularly polarized light is
emitted by the quarter-wave plate. In a second mode of operation, the quarter-wave plate is oriented such that fast and
slow axes of the quarter-wave plate are aligned with the linear polarized light output of the polarizing beam splitter,
linearly polarized light is emitted by the quarter-wave plate. The lidar system further includes a detector, light reflected
by the polarizing beam splitter is received at the detector.
[0015] In yet another aspect of the present invention, a lidar system includes a source of light and a variable wave
plate. In a first mode of operation, the variable wave plate is configured to output light polarized in a first direction, and
in a second mode of operation, the variable wave plate is configured to output light polarized in a second direction
relatively different than the first direction. The lidar system further includes a detector, the detector is configured to
receive scattered light of the output polarized light.
[0016] In further yet another aspect of the present invention, a method of measuring a relative distance between
surfaces includes measuring a relative distance to a polarization preserving surface, which includes generating linearly
polarized light at a first time, the generated light is vertically polarized, circularly polarizing the vertically polarized light
in a first direction, and scattering at least some of the light circularly polarized in a first direction from the polarization
preserving surface. The scattered light is circularly polarized in a second direction after being scattered by the polarization
preserving surface. Measuring the relative distance between surfaces further includes linearly polarizing the scattered
light, and passing the linearly polarized light to a detector. The light is received at the detector at a second time. Measuring
the relative distance between surfaces further includes determining an amount of time elapsed between the first time
and the second time to obtain a first time difference, and measuring a relative distance to a polarization-altering surface.
Measuring a relative distance to the polarization-altering surface includes generating linearly polarized light at a third
time, the generated light is vertically polarized, passing at least a first portion of the vertically polarized light through the
polarization preserving surface to the polarization-altering surface, a second portion of the vertically polarized light is
scattered by the polarization preserving surface as vertically polarized light, scattering the linearly polarized light passed
through the polarization preserving surface from the polarization-altering surface, the linearly polarized light is altered
after being scattered by the polarization-altering surface, passing a horizontally polarized component of the polarization-
altered scattered light to a detector, the light is received at the detector at a fourth time, light scattered by the polarization
preserving surface is not passed to the detector, determining an amount of time elapsed between the third time and the
fourth time to obtain a second time difference, using the first and second time differences, and calculating a relative
distance between the polarization preserving surface and the polarization-altering surface.
[0017] In another aspect of the present invention, a method of measuring relative distance between a first surface and
a second surface with different polarization characteristics includes generating light, scattering the light respectively
from the first surface and the second surface, receiving each of the scattered light from the first surface and the second
surface, detecting the scattered light, and determining an amount of time elapsed between the light scattered from the
first surface and the light scattered from the second surface.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0018] The accompanying drawings, which are included to provide a further understanding of the invention and are
incorporated in and constitute a part of this specification, illustrate embodiments of the invention and together with the
description serve to explain the principles of the invention.
[0019] In the drawings:

Fig. 1 illustrates a lidar system in accordance with embodiments of the present invention, in an exemplary operating
environment;
Fig. 2A and Fig. 2B illustrate detection of scattered light pulse over time for a system with pulse width resolution;
Fig. 2C and Fig. 2D illustrate detection of scattered light pulse over time for a system with sub-pulse width resolution
in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 3 illustrates a lidar system in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 4 depicts components of a lidar system in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 5 depicts components of a lidar system in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention;
Fig.6A illustrates the normalized received intensity of light for targets of varying degrees of depolarization;
Fig. 6B illustrates normalized detector voltage data acquired during the reception of backscattered signals using
an analog system for the water surface (dotted) and floor (solid);
Fig. 6C illustrates normalized timing data acquired during the reception of scattered surface and floor signals using
a digital system for 3 centimeter water depth (solid) and 1 centimeter water depth (dashed); and
Fig. 7 illustrates the measurement of depth of semi-transparent media with sub-pulse width resolution.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0020] The invention relates to a lidar system. A lidar system is configured to measure the distance or other properties
of a target surface by illuminating the target surface with light. In one embodiment, the lidar system of the present
invention is configured to measure shallow depths of semi-transparent media. Media includes a first surface and a
second surface and the body of the media in-between the first and second surfaces. In a vertical orientation, the first
and second surfaces of the media may be the top and bottom surfaces, respectively. Light transmitted is partially scattered
from and partially refracted into the top surface of semi-transparent media. The bottom surface may include a relatively
opaque or polarization-altering media or a second semi-transparent media. The top surface and the body of semi-
transparent media include but are not limited to media such as water or glass. The bottom surface that is relatively
opaque or polarization-altering includes but is not limited to media such as ice, sand, rock, wall, skin, hypodermis, cells,
other anatomical regions, and/or combinations of the same.
[0021] In one embodiment, the lidar system includes a transmitter configured to output polarized light to a target, a
receiver configured to collect scattered light from the target, and first and second detectors. The first and second detectors
are configured to receive at least a respective portion of the scattered light from the receiver. The first and second
detectors may be configured to detect the respective portions of the scattered light and substantially the same time or
with some offset. The system also includes timing electronics coupled to each of the first and second detectors.
[0022] The transmitter used in the invention may include transmitters that generate and transmit a light with a known
polarization. The transmitter may include a laser and a polarizer in optical communication with the laser. The transmitter
may further include a half-wave plate in optical communication with the laser. The laser may include at least one of a
polarized laser, a pulsed laser, or a continuous wave (CW) laser. In one specific example, a transmitter includes a Teem
Photonics 35mW laser with a 450 ps pulse width with optics that generates and transmits linearly polarized light with
degree of polarization greater than 99.9.
[0023] The receiver may include one or more receivers that can receive scattered light. The receiver may include a
telescope. The receiver may optionally include one or more components for filtering processes (i.e. a spectral filter) and
may further include a polarizing splitter. In one specific example, a receiver includes an Orion Maksutov-Cassegrain
telescope with a 90 mm aperture and a 1250 mm effective focal length.
[0024] The first and second detectors include detectors that can detect and count photons in a light signal. The detectors
may include photomultiplier tubes that output a photon count signal. Other detectors that may operate in photon counting
or analog mode include avalanche photodiodes, charge coupled devices, or other photon detectors. In one specific
example, the detectors include Hamamatsu H7422PA-40 photomultiplier tubes with a 2.5 ns pulse width.
[0025] Timing electronics includes electronics that can calculate a relative distance based on an amount of time elapsed
between light signals. Timing electronics may include a constant fraction discriminator (CFD) to discriminate an apex in
a photon count signal, a time-to-digital converter (TDC), and a processor. In one specific example, timing electronics
include a SensL CFD with an 8ns output pulse width and a SensL HRMTime TDC with a 27 ps bin width and a 190 ns
dead time.
[0026] In another embodiment, a lidar system includes a light transmitter configured to transmit a light signal, a light
receiver configured to receive a scattered light signal, the scattered light signal includes first and second components,
and a detector configured to resolve the first and second components of the scattered light signal.
[0027] A light signal includes electromagnetic radiation carrying information. Information includes distinguishing at-
tributes of the light signal such as the amplitude, frequency, phase, polarization, other attributes, and/or combinations
of the same. The light signal may be coded by natural (i.e., light containing a polarization signature of the target scattered
from a linearly polarized incident light) or artificial means (i.e., coding embedded by electronics when a light is generated).
In addition, the polarization may be any type of polarization (e.g., linearly, vertical, horizontal, and/or circular). A light
signal may be any type of signal (e.g., pulsed or continuous wave (CW) laser, lamp, LED light, and/or other light sources
or combinations of the same). Pulsed light signals may have demarcations in the null signal between the pulses; CW
light signals may have demarcations where the wave changes modulation, phase, and/or other attributes. A light signal
may include component signals with varying attributes occupying at least a portion of substantially the same and/or
indistinguishable time and/or space as the light signal.
[0028] The scattered light signal includes the specular and diffuse light scattered from the targeted medium. A scattered
light signal includes a directed light signal changing direction as a result of the directed light signal hitting a surface. The
surface could include polarization preserving or polarization-altering surfaces. The scattered light signal may have a
different intensity, frequency, phase, polarization, , other attributes, and/or combinations of the same, due to the char-
acteristics of the directed light signal interacting with the surface. Further, when the directed light signal hits a polarization-
altering surface, the scattered light signal may scatter significantly to various polarizations and/or directions. A reflected
light signal includes the specular light scattered from a target medium. A reflected light signal may further refer to the
action of optical components within a transmitter and receiver of an instrument that directs a light signal from one element
to another.
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[0029] A component signal of a light signal includes at least some uniform distinguishing attribute such as amplitude,
frequency, phase, polarization, other attributes, and/or combination of the same. In one specific example, the co-planar
polarization and the cross-planar polarization of a light signal are two components of a light signal.
[0030] In yet another embodiment, a lidar system includes a source of polarized light and a light receiver, the light
receiver configured to receive scattered light. The light receiver includes a polarizing beam splitter. The polarizing beam
splitter splits the scattered light into a cross-planar polarization component and a co-planar polarization component. The
lidar system further includes a first detector and a second detector. The first detector is configured to receive the cross-
planar polarized component. The second detector is configured to receive the co-planar polarized component.
[0031] In further yet another embodiment, a method of measuring a relative distance between a first surface and a
second surface with differing polarization characteristics. The method includes the steps of generating polarized light,
scattering at least some of the polarized light from the first surface and at least some of the polarized light from the
second surface, receiving the scattered light, and splitting the scattered light into a first and second component. The
first and second component have a relative difference in polarization. The method further includes the steps of detecting
the first and second component, determining an amount of time elapsed between the first and second component, and
calculating a relative distance between the first surface and the second surface based on the amount of time elapsed.
[0032] In another embodiment, a lidar system includes a laser light source, an output of the laser light source is laser
light. The lidar system further includes a polarizing beam splitter, the laser light is aligned with the transmission axis of
the polarizing beam splitter, and an output of the polarizing beam splitter is linearly polarized light. The lidar system
further includes a quarter-wave plate, the linearly polarized light transmitted by the polarizing beam splitter is received
at the quarter-wave plate. In a first mode of operation, the fast or slow axis of the quarter-wave plate is oriented 45-
degrees to the linearly polarized light output of the polarizing beam splitter, circularly polarized light is emitted by the
quarter-wave plate. In a second mode of operation, the quarter-wave plate is oriented such that fast and slow axis of
the quarter-wave plate are aligned with the linear polarized light output of the polarizing beam splitter, linearly polarized
light is emitted by the quarter-wave plate. The lidar system further includes a detector. Light scattered by the polarizing
beam splitter is received at the detector.
[0033] In yet another embodiment, a lidar system includes a source of light and a variable wave plate. In a first mode
of operation, the variable wave plate is configured to output light polarized in a first direction, and in a second mode of
operation, the variable wave plate is configured to output light polarized in a second direction relatively different than
the first direction. The lidar system further includes a detector. The detector is configured to receive scattered light of
the polarized light.
[0034] In further yet another embodiment, a method of measuring a relative distance between surfaces includes
measuring a relative distance to a polarization preserving surface, which includes generating linearly polarized light at
a first time, the generated light is vertically polarized, circularly polarizing the vertically polarized light in a first direction,
and scattering at least some of the light circularly polarized in a first direction from the polarization preserving surface.
The scattered light is circularly polarized in a second direction after being scattered by the polarization preserving surface.
Measuring the relative distance between surfaces further includes linearly polarizing the scattered light, and passing the
linearly polarized light to a detector. The light is received at the detector at a second time. Measuring the relative distance
between surfaces further includes determining an amount of time elapsed between the first time and the second time
to obtain a first time difference, and measuring a relative distance to a polarization-altering surface. Measuring a relative
distance to the polarization-altering surface includes generating linearly polarized light at a third time, the generated light
is vertically polarized, passing at least a first portion of the vertically polarized light through the polarization preserving
surface to the polarization-altering surface, a second portion of the vertically polarized light is scattered by the polarization
preserving surface as vertically polarized light, scattering the linearly polarized light passed through the polarization
preserving surface from the polarization-altering surface, the linearly polarized light is altered after being scattered by
the polarization-altering surface, passing a horizontally polarized component of the polarization-altered scattered light
to a detector, the light is received at the detector at a fourth time, light scattered by the polarization preserving surface
is not passed to the detector, determining an amount of time elapsed between the third time and the fourth time to obtain
a second time difference, using the first and second time differences, and calculating a relative distance between the
polarization preserving surface and the polarization-altering surface.
[0035] In another embodiment, a method of measuring relative distance between a first surface and a second surface
with different polarization characteristics includes generating light, scattering the light respectively from the first surface
and the second surface, receiving each of the scattered light from the first surface and the second surface, detecting
the scattered light, and determining an amount of time elapsed between the light scattered from the first surface and
the light scattered from the second surface.
[0036] Reference will now be made in detail to an embodiment of the present invention, examples of which are illustrated
in the accompanying drawings.

Fig. 1 illustrates a lidar system 104 in accordance with embodiments of the present invention, in an exemplary
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operating environment 100. The lidar system 104 generates transmitted light 108 that is directed towards a target
112. The target 112 may comprise a body of water 116 having a top surface 120 and a floor 124. In a first mode of
operation, light 128 scattered from the surface 120 of the target 112 is received by the lidar system 104. The time
elapsed between the generation of a pulse of light 108 scattered from the surface 120 of the target 112 and returned
to the lidar system 104 as a scattered signal 128 is used to determine a relative distance between the surface 120
of the target 112 and the lidar system 104. In a second mode of operation, the time elapsed between the generation
of a pulse of transmitted light 108 and a signal 132 scattered from the floor 124 of the target 112 is used to determine
the relative distance between the lidar system 104 and the floor 124 of the target 112. By taking the difference
between the distance to the surface 120 and the distance to the floor 124, the relative distance between the surface
120 and the floor 124 can be determined. Accordingly, the relative depth of the water 116 can be determined. In
the example of Fig. 1, the lidar system 104 is associated with a platform 136 comprising an airplane. However, a
lidar system 104 in accordance with embodiments of the present invention may be associated with different platforms
136. Examples of suitable platforms 136, in addition to an airplane, include satellites, unmanned aerial vehicles,
helicopters, balloons, boats, or other platforms. In addition, a lidar system 104 in accordance with embodiments of
the present invention is not limited to shallow water bathymetry. For example, the lidar system 104 can be used for
bottom surface mapping, or for determining the distance between any polarization preserving surface that is at least
partially transmissive of light 108, and a polarization-altering surface behind the polarization preserving surface,
particularly in the instance where the separation distance would be otherwise unresolvable due to system bandwidth
limitations associated with laser and/or detector pulse widths. The polarization-altering surface includes but is not
limited to media such as ice, sand, rock, wall, skin, hypodermis, cell, other anatomical regions, and combinations
of the same.
Fig. 2A and Fig. 2B illustrate detection of scattered light pulse over time for a system with pulse width resolution.
Fig. 2A depicts an exemplary shallow water environment 280 with shallow water body 203 having water surface
201 and water floor 202. The y-axis represents the distance of a vertical cross-section of shallow water environment
280. The x-axis represents time. The level of water surface 201 is at distance h=0; the level of water floor 202 is at
distance h. Water body 203 with a water medium has a refractive index of n=1.33. Air medium above water surface
201 has a refractive index of n=1.

[0037] Transmitted (Tx) pulse 210 is a light pulse having a length cτ. At time to, Tx pulse 210 is generated by a lidar
system such as lidar system 104 or by other light sources. In environment 280, Tx pulse 210 is being transmitted
substantially normal to water surface 201. However, Tx pulse 210 may be transmitted at other angles as long as Tx
pulse 210 can be at least partially scattered from and partially refracted through water surface 201.
[0038] At time tsurface, Tx pulse 210 arrives at water surface 201. As stated, Tx pulse 210 will be partially scattered off
water surface 201, the scattered light pulse being received (Rx) pulse 220, and partially refracted through water surface
201 into water body 203, the refracted light pulse being refracted pulse 240. Thus, at time τ/2, half of Tx pulse 210 has
been scattered as Rx pulse 220 with length cτ/2, and half of Tx pulse 210 has been refracted as refracted pulse 240
with length 0.376cτ (due to the refraction index in water body 203). At time τ, Tx pulse 210 has been fully either scattered
as Rx pulse 220 or refracted as refracted pulse 240.
[0039] At time tfloor, refracted pulse 240 reaches water floor 202 and will be at least partially scattered as Rx pulse
230. Rx pulse 230, like refracted pulse 240, will have a comparatively shortened length when traveling in water body
203 because of the refractive index of water body 203 (n=1.33) as opposed to air (n=1). Rx pulse 230 will lengthen to
length cτ when it exits the water surface 201.
[0040] Thus, when Rx pulse 230 exits water surface 201, the time difference between tfloor and tsurface can be derived
from the time difference between Rx pulse 220 and Rx pulse 230. Further, the relationship between the time difference
of tfloor and tsurface and the physical distance between water surface 201 (h=0) and water floor 202 (h) is given by 

 Therefore, the depth of water body 203 can be determined.
[0041] Fig. 2B depicts timings diagrams for Rx pulses 220 and 230 for specific water depth scenarios. When the
distance between water surface 201 and water floor 202 (h) is greater than a minimum depth of water (hmin) for which
half of Rx pulse 220 has scattered from water surface 201 (h>hmin), a discernible gap exists between Rx pulses 220
and 230, and timing difference between Rx pulses 220 and 230 (Δt) is tfloor-tsurface. When the distance between water
surface 201 and water floor 202 (h) is equal to hmin, Rx pulse 230 comes directly after Rx 220 with no discernible gap
and no overlapped portions between Rx pulses 220 and 230. When the distance between water surface 201 and water
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floor 202 (h) is less than hmin (h<hmin), Rx pulse 230 comes before the entire portion of Rx pulse 220 has progressed,
creating an ambiguous intrapulse overlap 225.
[0042] Therefore, there is a limitation to the detection method as described in Fig. 2A and Fig. 2B. This limitation is
that the scattered pulses Rx pulse 220 and Rx pulse 230 must be substantially separable. That is, Rx pulse 230 must
not start to exit water surface 201 before Rx pulse 220 has been completely scattered from water floor 201. Effectively,
this requirement requires a minimum depth of water (hmin) for which Rx pulse 230 cannot scatter from water floor 202
before half of Rx pulse 220 has scattered from water surface 201 at time τ/2. In this embodiment, hmin is 0.376cτ (due
to the refraction index in water body 203 as discussed previously) and depends on the length of Tx pulse 210.
[0043] When h<hmin, the two scattered pulses, Rx pulse 220 and 230, have an ambiguous intrapulse overlap 225 that
is not separable for resolving the time difference between tfloor and tsurface from Rx pulses 220 and 230. In practice, hmin
is limited by equipment limitations for generating and detecting light pulses with minimal length τ.
[0044] Fig. 2C and Fig. 2D illustrate detection of scattered light pulse over time for a system with sub-pulse width
resolution in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.
[0045] Referring to Fig. 2C, an exemplary shallow water environment is depicted as reference number 290. The
environment 290 includes a shallow water body 206 having water surface 204 and water floor 205. The y-axis represents
the distance of a vertical cross-section of shallow water environment 290. The x-axis represents time. The level of water
surface 204 is at distance h=0, and the level of water floor is at distance h. The depth of water body 206 is at distance
h, which is less than the minimum depth of water (hmin) for Tx pulse 230. Therefore, an Rx pulse 240 that is scattered
from water surface 204 and an Rx pulse 250 that is scattered from water floor 205 includes an ambiguous intrapulse
overlap portion 245. Ambiguous intrapulse overlap 245 is created similarly to ambiguous intrapulse overlap 225 as
described with respect to Fig. 2A and Fig. 2B.
[0046] In this embodiment, Tx pulse 230 is a light pulse having a known polarization. For example, Tx pulse 230 is
polarized in the cross-planar direction to the propagation vector of Tx pulse 230, which is normal to water surface 204
when in direct nadir viewing. Tx pulse 230 can be polarized by a lidar system, such as lidar system 104, or by other
polarizing light sources as known in the art. As Tx pulse 230 arrives at water surface 204 at time tsurface, Tx pulse 230
is partially scattered by water surface 204 as Rx pulse 240. Since water surface 204 is a polarization preserving surface,
Rx pulse 240 keeps substantially the same polarization as Tx pulse 230. Tx pulse 230 is also partially refracted into
water body 206. The refracted portion of Tx pulse 230 is scattered by water floor 205 at time tfloor. Water floor 205 is a
polarization-altering surface and creates polarization scattering in the scattered light. Therefore, Rx pulse 250 will have
a different polarization from Tx pulse 230 and Rx pulse 240 when scattered from water floor 205.
[0047] Fig. 2D depicts timings diagrams for Rx pulses 240 and 250 for water depth of h<hmin. Scattered pulses Rx
pulse 240 and Rx pulse 250 will have an overlap 245 because of h<hmin. Referring to views 1 and 2, in this embodiment,
the ambiguous intrapulse overlap 245 can be removed and Rx pulses 240 and 250 can be separated as two distinct
signals because Rx pulse 240 has only the cross-planar polarization being scattered from water surface 204, and Rx
pulse 250 has a range of polarization due to the backscattering from being scattered from water floor 205. This separation
may be achieved by various mechanical (i.e., mechanically movable mirrors), optical (i.e., prisms or splitting polarizers),
electronic means (i.e., photon counting detectors), and/or combination of the same.
[0048] While Figs. 2A-2D were discussed with respect to one transmitted polarized light pulse according to an em-
bodiment of the invention, other configurations can be used. For example, instead of pulsed light, continuous wave (CW)
laser can also be used (i.e., where gaps between each "pulse" can be similarly obtained by modification of phase induced
by scattering). Further, two or more transmitted light pulses with different polarizations can also be used in place of or
in complement to the one cross-planar polarized light. For example, according to one embodiment of the invention as
discussed with reference to Fig. 5, two light pulses can be transmitted each having a different polarization such that,
after filtering, one pulse will gather signal only from the polarization preserving surface and one pulse will gather signal
only from the polarization-altering surface. In this configuration, only one detector is required to count both light pulses.
Still further, polarizations that are in alignment with the transmitted pulse (i.e., co-planar and cross-planar polarization)
are preferred but are not required. Other polarization angles can be used and may be better suited for other applications
(i.e., surfaces positioned at an angle or surfaces made up of other materials such as ice).
[0049] Fig. 3 illustrates a lidar system according to an embodiment of the invention.
[0050] Referring to Fig. 3, lidar system is generally depicted as reference number 300. The lidar system 300 includes
a light transmitter 310, light receiver 330, and timing electronics 340. The light transmitter 310 is configured to generate
and output at least one light signal (e.g., pulsed or continuous wave (CW) laser). In a preferred embodiment, the outputted
light signal has a known polarization. Target 320 is a shallow water body or any other type of body with a respective
relatively polarization preserving and semi-transparent surface (first surface) and a relatively polarization-altering (e.g.,
opaque and/or depolarization) surface (second surface). The outputted light signal from light transmitter 310 is configured
to scatter from both the first and second surfaces. Light receiver 330 is configured to receive the scattered light signals
from target 320 and separate the scattered light signals into their respective components. Timing electronics 340 is
electrically coupled to light receiver 330 and is configured to calculate a relative distance based on an amount of time
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elapsed between light signals.
[0051] Fig. 4 illustrates components of a lidar system according to an embodiment of the invention.
[0052] Referring to Fig. 4, the lidar system 400 includes light transmitter 410, light receiver 430, and timing electronics
440. In this embodiment, the light transmitter 410 includes laser 412, beam expander 413, half-wave plate 414, polarizer
415, and prisms 416. Laser 412 acts as a light source for lidar system 400 and is configured to emit a focused light as
the basis of the transmitted light signal. Laser 412 can be a pulsed laser, continuous wave (CW) laser, polarized laser,
or other types of lasers. In other embodiments, laser 412 can generically include other light sources as known in the art
(i.e., lamp or LED light). In one embodiment, a 450 ps pulsed laser is used as laser 412. Beam expander 413, half-wave
plate 414, polarizer 415, and prisms 416 are optional and are configured to focus and align the transmitted light signal
towards target 420. In this embodiment, the chain of beam expander 413, half-wave plate 414, polarizer 415, and prisms
416 are each aggregated and aligned to the optical path of the transmitted light signal. Beam expander 413 is configured
to expand the transmitted light signal for tight spot targets. Half-wave plate 414 may be mechanically or electrically (i.e.,
using a liquid crystal variable retarder) operable to control the retardance of the focused light signal along the optical
path. Polarizer 415 is configured to polarize the light signal with a known polarization. A polarizing laser may also be
used as laser 412 for a known polarization. Prisms 416 are configured to coaxially direct and focus the transmitted light
signal to target 420 as known in the art.
[0053] In operation, trigger 411 may be electrically coupled to laser 412 or other components of light transmitter 410
to start the transmission of the light signal. In other embodiments, light transmitter 410 may operate continuously without
trigger 411. Light signal is transmitted from light transmitter 410 to target 420. Target 420 includes at least a first surface
and a second surface as described herein. The transmitted light signal is partially scattered from the first surface as a
first scattered light signal and partially refracted into the target. The refracted light is scattered from the second surface
as a second scattered light.
[0054] The first scattered light signal has substantially the same polarization as the transmitted light signal while the
second scattered light signal will have a different polarization due to the scattering from the second surface. The first
and second scattered light signals may have an overlapped intrapulse portion forming one combined scattered light signal.
[0055] Light receiver 430 includes telescope 431, field stop 432, spectral filter 433, splitting polarizer 434, first detector
435, and second detector 436. Each of these components are aggregated and aligned to an optical path of the scattered
light signal. Telescope 431 acts to collect the scattered light signal. Field stop 432 and spectral filter 433 are optional
components. Field stop 432 acts to limit the field of view of light receiver 430 where the scattered light signal would be
gathered. Spectral filter 433 acts to further filter the received light to the light spectrum of interest (i.e., limiting the
spectrum to the expected frequency of the scattered light signals).
[0056] Splitting polarizer 434 acts to separate the received scattered light signal according to the polarization. In this
embodiment, the polarization splitter 434 is aligned with the optical path of the scattered light signal. As scattered light
signal reaches polarization splitter 434, the cross-planar polarized component of the signal substantially passes through
polarization splitter 434 while the co-planar polarized component of the signal substantially reflects. The angle of reflection
is a function of the type of polarizer used (i.e. 90°angle or 62°angle for a Glan Taylor polarizer). Here, the first scattered
light signal scattered from the water surface containing cross-planar polarized light is substantially reflected (i.e., at a
90°angle) while at least the co-planar polarization component of the second scattered light signal scattered from the
water floor containing depolarized light is substantially transmitted. Other orientations are also possible depending on
the polarization methodology used on the transmitted light signal and the type of polarizer used for polarization splitter 434.
[0057] Detector 435 is positioned at a 180° optical path from the reflected light signal and configured to detect the
cross-planar polarization component of scattered light signal. Detector 436 is positioned at the optical path of the reflected
light signal (i.e., 90°) and is configured to detect the co-planar component of the scattered light signal. As such detector
436 is configured to detect the first scattered signal from the water surface while detector 435 is configured to detect
the second scattered signal from the water floor. Detectors 435 and 436 may be photomultiplier tubes and are configured
to count the volume of photons in each signal within a certain time interval representing the strength of the signal and
output a photon count signal. In one embodiment, detectors 435 and 436 have 2.5 ns resolution. Moreover, the detectors
435 and 436 can be configured to substantially simultaneously detect separated scattered signals from the polarizing
beam splitter 434.
[0058] It is noted that polarizing beam splitter 434 can be positioned at a variety of angles to split the scattered light
signal at other angles. Detectors 435 and 436 can be positioned at other configurations to receive such split components
of the scattered light signal.
[0059] The timing electronics 440 may include a constant fraction discriminator (CFD) 441, time-to-digital converter
(TDC) 442, and processor 443. Processor 443 is coupled to CFD 441 and TDC 442 through a control line for control
and feedback of these components. CFD 441 is coupled to detectors 435 and 436 through a signal conditioning line
and is configured to output an apex of the photon count signal at certain intervals representing the time at which the
signal has meaningfully arrived. In one embodiment of the invention, CFD 441 has an 8 ns resolution. TDC 443 is coupled
to CFD 441 and is configured to convert the time signal output by CFD 441 into a digital signal. In one embodiment of
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the invention, TDC 442 has a resolution of 27 ps.
[0060] Processor 443 is coupled to TDC 442 and is configured to take the digitized timing signal and determine the
time of arrival of each component (co-planar and cross-planar polarized signals in one embodiment) and calculate the
difference in the time of arrival of the two signals. In this embodiment, the processor 443 is further configured to transform
the time difference into the depth between the polarization preserving and polarization-altering surfaces depending on
the calibration of the lidar system 400 and the refraction index of shallow water body or other types of bodies in question.
Further description of this calculation will be described with respect to Fig. 5.
[0061] Further, an initial calibration to lidar system 400 may be needed because the light paths to detectors 435 and
436 may not be the same after the scattered light is separated by polarizing splitting 434. According to one embodiment,
this calibration can be accomplished by using a scattered signal from a surface that is depolarizing and noting a difference
in the assessment of distance to that surface between the detectors 435 and 436. The difference in the assessment of
distance is likely due to the slightly different optical paths between each of detectors 435 and 436 and polarizing splitter
434. In one embodiment, this calibration can be performed once and saved for adjustment by processor 443. The
correction and adjustment can be applied to subsequent depth data by processor 443.
[0062] Fig. 5 illustrates components of a lidar system in accordance with embodiments of the present invention.
[0063] Referring to Fig. 5, the lidar system 504 includes an optical bench or other structure, to which other components
may be directly or indirectly connected. These components include a light source (e.g., pulsed or CW laser) or laser
508. The laser 508 may be operated to generate linearly polarized light 512 that is transmitted along an optical axis 516.
As an example, the linearly polarized light 512 may have a wavelength of 532 nm. A half-wave plate 520 can be included
along the optical axis 516. The half-wave plate 520 may be rotated about the optical axis 516, at least during a calibration
stage, to control the orientation of the linearly polarized light 512 about the optical axis 516.
[0064] A polarizing beam splitter (PBS) 524, such as a polarizing beam splitter cube, is located along the optical axis
516. Where required to maximize transmission, the linearly polarized light 512 can be rotated about the optical axis 516
by the half-wave plate 520, such that the light 512 is aligned with the transmission axis of the PBS 524, enabling the
maximum amount of linearly polarized light 512 to pass through the PBS 524.
[0065] A quarter-wave plate 528 is located along the optical axis 516 such that the linearly polarized light 512 transmitted
by the PBS 524 is passed through the quarter-wave plate 528. In addition, the quarter-wave plate 528 is free to rotate
about the optical axis 516. As will be described in greater detail elsewhere herein, the quarter-wave plate 528 may be
rotated between a first orientation, in which the quarter-wave plate 528 acts to circularly polarize the light 512 received
from the polarizing beam splitter, and a second orientation, in which the quarter-wave plate 528 is aligned so as to
maintain the linear polarization state of the light 512 received from the polarizing beam splitter 224. As an alternative,
an electronically controlled variable wave plate may be used in place of the quarter-wave plate 528.
[0066] A detector 536 is located to receive light scattered from a target 513 back through the quarter-wave plate 528,
and that is in turn reflected by the PBS 524. The detector 536 may, for example, comprise a photomultiplier tube, an
avalanche photodiode, a charge coupled device, or other light detector.
[0067] In a first mode of operation, the fast axis of the quarter-wave plate 528 is oriented 45° to the linear polarization
output of the PBS 524. In this orientation, the quarter-wave plate 528 retards the linear slow polarization component of
the light 512 transmitted from the laser 508 through the PBS 524 relative to the fast polarization component of that light
512 by 90°, resulting in the emission of light towards the target 513 that is circularly polarized in a first direction. The
surface of a target 513 comprising a body of water is polarization preserving. Accordingly, the circularly polarized light
is scattered back to the lidar 504 in the opposite circular polarization state. For example, where the light 508 transmitted
to the target 513 is left hand circularly polarized, the light scattered from the surface of the target 513 will be right hand
circularly polarized. The light scattered back to the lidar system 504 is retarded again by the quarter-wave plate 528.
The result is linearly polarized light that is rotated about the optical axis 516 by 90° as compared to the light 512 that
originally exited the PBS 524. For example, where the light 512 exiting the PBS 524 was vertically polarized, the light
scattered by the polarization preserving surface will be horizontally polarized after again passing through the quarter-
wave plate 528. Accordingly, the scattered light is aligned with the reflection axis of the PBS 524, and is directed by the
PBS 524 to the detector 536. Accordingly, a light pulse comprising scattering from the surface of the target 513 is
delivered to the detector 536.
[0068] In the second mode of operation, the quarter-wave plate 528 is rotated such that the fast and slow axes are
aligned with the transmission plane of the PBS 524. The vertical polarization components of the transmitted light are
thus retarded equally by the quarter-wave plate 528. As a result, linearly (e.g., vertically) polarized light is transmitted
to the target 513. Because the surface and the water column of a target 513 comprising a body of water are polarization
preserving, the linear polarization state of the incident light is preserved. When scattered back to the lidar system 504,
this linearly polarized light is passed through the quarter-wave plate 528 unmodified, as linearly (e.g., vertically) polarized
light that is then transmitted by the PBS 524 back toward the laser 508. Accordingly, the light scattered by the surface
or the water column of the target 513 is not delivered to the detector 536. However, the floor of the target 513 alters the
polarization of the transmitted linearly polarized light upon scattering. This polarization-altering effect is due to attributes
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such as the rough typography of a typical floor of a body of water. The polarization-altered light scattered back to the
lidar system 504 by the floor of the target 513 is not altered by the quarter-wave plate 528. Accordingly, half of the light
scattered from the floor of the target 513 is reflected by the PBS 524 to the detector 536 for detection. The other half of
the light is transmitted through the PBS 524 back toward the laser 508. As a result, in this second mode of operation,
the lidar system 504 only passes light scattered from the floor of the target 513 to the detector 536. This facilitates the
detection of the floor, even in connection with targets 513 comprising shallow (e.g., less than 10 cm) bodies of water,
since the earlier return from the surface and column of the body of water is passed through the PBS 524 back toward
the laser 508, and therefore is not directed to the detector 536.
[0069] The scattering surface that is measured in shallow water bathymetry using a lidar system 504 in accordance
with embodiments of the present invention is dictated by the orientation of the rotating quarter-wave plate 528 and
subsequent modulation of transmitted and received polarization states. An analytical description of the technique begins
by defining the associated Stokes vector of the transmitted linearly polarized laser pulse 512, STx, not limited to but for
the purposes of demonstration here is oriented to an angle θ of π/4 radians about the optical axis out of the laser
transmission face. 

[0070] The half-wave plate 520 used to rotate the linearly polarized laser 508 light 512 into alignment with the trans-
mission axis of the PBS 524 is expressed as a variable wave plate with phase shift γ of π radians, oriented to rotate the
linearly polarized laser 508 light 512 to the transmission axis of the PBS 524. For the manifestation of the technique
described here, the half-wave plate 520 is oriented to an angle θ of π/8 radians about the optical axis. The resulting
Mueller matrix for the half-wave plate is defined as 

[0071] The PBS 524 is modeled as a polarizer oriented to an angle θ of 0 radians for transmission along the vertical
axis in the instrument transmitter, and oriented to θ of π/2 radians for horizontal transmission in the receiver. 

[0072] During acquisition of bathymetric measurements, the quarter-wave plate 528 is initially oriented to θ of π/4
radians for transmission of circularly polarized light towards the target 513 and then rotated to θ of 0 radians for trans-
mission of linear polarization. The quarter-wave plate 528 is expressed in terms of the variable wave plate Mueller matrix
of (3), with phase shift γ of π/2 radians. As experienced along the return path of scattered signals, the quarter-wave plate
528 is expressed with orientation θ of -π/4 radians for reception of circularly polarized light and θ of 0 radians for reception
of polarization-altered signals.
[0073] An example, normalized Mueller matrix that describes the scatter produced by the target 513 water body
incorporates a d term which ranges from 0 to 1 and describes the target’s ability to alter the polarization state (depolarize)of
the incident laser pulse polarization. In this sense, a d value of 0 corresponds to a polarization preserving target such
as the water surface, while a d value of 1 defines a completely depolarizing target such as a rough floor topography. 
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[0074] Combining the transmitted Stokes vector in (2) with the appropriate Mueller matrices described in (3)-(5) pro-
duces the received Stokes vector 

the intensity of which, as measured by the detector 236, is defined as 

EXAMPLES:

[0075] Without intending to limit the scope of the invention, the following examples illustrate how various embodiments
of the invention may be made and/or used.

Example 1:

[0076] A simulation of the normalized received intensity for targets of varying degrees of depolarization d is illustrated
in Fig. 6A. The sinusoidal nature of received light from a polarization preserving target 512 (curve labeled d=0) is evident,
while the detector 536 registers a constant intensity of 0.5 for a completely depolarizing target 512 (curve labeled d=1).
By translating the quarter-wave plate 528 from an orientation θ of π/4 radians to θ of 0 radians, scattered signals are
modulated between polarized water surface and volume of the water body returns and depolarized floor returns.
[0077] Bathymetric measurements were made at the University of Colorado, Boulder, using a lidar system 504 as
illustrated in Fig. 5. The transmitter consisted of a CW-diode pumped, passively Q-switched Nd:YAG microchip laser.
The laser outputs 2.45 microjoule of linearly polarized 532 nm light at a repetition rate of 14 kilohertz and pulse width of
450 picoseconds. A half-wave plate aligned the laser 508 light polarization to the vertical transmission plane of a 532
nm PBS. Light exiting the PBS was transmitted through a rotatable quarter-wave plate toward a controlled target consisting
of a column of water on top of a polarization-altering floor substrate. Scattered laser light received by the instrument
was collected with a detector comprising a photomultiplier tube in photon counting mode. The output PMT voltage was
analyzed on an oscilloscope with 550 ps timing resolution and stored for post-processing.
[0078] Data acquired during reception of scattered signals from the target for 3 centimeter deep water as measured
physically, are presented in Fig. 6B. The quarter-wave plate was positioned in θ orientations of π/4 and 0 radians. The
received intensity from the PMT analog signal illustrates reduction of polarized signals from the water (dotted-solid)
when the quarter-wave plate fast axis is aligned to the vertical PBS polarization transmission plane to measure polari-
zation-altered floor signals (solid).
[0079] The experiment was repeated using a digital lidar receiver with 27 picosecond timing resolution, as illustrated
in Fig. 6C. To illustrate the ultimate resolution of the timing unit, data were again taken for 3 centimeter (solid) and 1
centimeter (dashed) water depths.
[0080] Taking into account the refractive index change of water n relative to air, water depth h is calculated as: 

where the time delay Δt is evaluated by differencing the FWHM points (horizontal dashed) of the surface and floor curve
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trailing edges. The results presented in Fig. 6C produced depth measurements d of 2.7 cm and 1.2 cm. The 27 ps
resolution of the timing unit imposes a 63 mm uncertainty on the water depth estimate. Therefore, the observed depths
are well within the uncertainty of the measurement.
[0081] Transmission of vertically polarized light through the PBS and translation of the quarter-wave plate orientation
modulates received signals between polarization preserving water surface and body returns and polarization-altered
floor scatter. By removing water surface and column effects through polarization modulation, bathymetric ambiguities
between water surface and body floor returns are negated. As a result, the fundamental lower limit on shallow water
bathymetry imposed by system bandwidth limitations is reduced beyond traditional techniques using a single detection
channel. The technique presented here has demonstrated resolution of 1 cm water depth.
[0082] Although embodiments described above discuss the inclusion of a light source comprising a laser, it should be
appreciated that the light source is not required to comprise a laser. Moreover, transmission and reception of light may
be through separate apertures. According to such embodiments, a polarizing beam splitter need not be included. For
example, the reception channel can instead include a filter or other polarization discrimination element. Moreover,
although examples have discussed the transmission of light having particular polarizations, other polarizations can be
used. In particular, it is sufficient to transmit polarized light, and receive polarization-altered light for discriminating
polarization preserving and polarization-altering scattered light. In addition, although methods and systems herein have
discussed the disclosed polarization techniques in connection with lidar, embodiments of the present invention also have
application to guided wave optics, optical time domain reflectometry, fiber optic sensor networks, and/or other applications
as known now or may be later derived.

Example 2:

[0083] Fig. 7 illustrates the result of an experimental setup measuring depth of semi-transparent media with sub-pulse
width resolution. Here, a laser pulse width of 450 ps was used, corresponding to a pulse length (range) of 6.75 cm. A
piece of glass with polarization preserving and semi-transparent surfaces and with a thickness of 0.95 cm was placed
in front of a polarization-altering (depolarizing) wall at a distance of 2.4 cm. A lidar system, similar to lidar system 400
according to one embodiment of the invention, was placed at a distance of 30 m from the media.
[0084] First, a control measurement was made with the piece of glass removed. The dotted lines in the graph show
the relative distance of the wall from this control measurement. Both the co-planar and cross-planar polarization com-
ponents in this measurement are scattered from the wall and register the same distance after being calibrated (dotted
lines).
[0085] Next, a measurement is made with the glass setup as described. The solid lines in the graph show the relative
distance of the glass and the wall from this measurement. The co-planar polarization component is scattered from the
glass surface. The cross-planar polarization component is produced by scattering from the wall. The distance from the
glass surface to the wall can then be determined based on previous embodiments of the invention. Further, in this
measurement, the cross-planar polarization component scattered from the wall is further delayed by the refraction index
of the glass. Therefore, a measurement on the thickness of the glass can also be determined by this delay in this second
measurement.
[0086] Both the distance from the glass surface to the wall and the thickness of the glass can be determined using
both the measurements from the control experiment and with the glass setup. For the distance of the glass first surface
to the wall, since the cross-planar polarization component is scattered off the glass surface in the experiment with the
glass setup, the distance is the difference between the wall measurements in the control experiment and the cross-
planar polarization component in the experiment with the glass setup. The calculated distance is 3.7 cm 6 0.4 cm (actual
measured distance from wall to first glass surface is 3.4 cm 6 0.1 cm). For the thickness of the glass, since the co-
planar polarization component is scattered off the wall in the experiment with the glass setup and further includes the
delay by the refraction index of the glass, the thickness is the difference between the wall measurements in the control
experiment and the co-planar polarization component in the experiment with the glass setup. The calculated thickness
is 1.4 cm 6 0.4 cm. Comparing the result of the calculated distance (3.7 cm) and thickness (1.4 cm) with the pulse width
of the laser (6.75 cm), both the distance and the thickness measurements are confirmed to be at sub-pulse width.
[0087] Accordingly, the present invention has been described with some degree of particularity directed to the exem-
plary embodiments of the present invention. It should be appreciated though that modifications or changes may be made
to the exemplary embodiments of the present invention without departing from the inventive concepts contained herein.

Claims

1. A lidar system (104,300,400) comprising:
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a transmitter (310, 410) configured to output a pulse of polarized light (108) to a target (112, 136, 320,420, 513),
comprising a laser (412), and a polarizer (415) in optical communication with the laser (412),
a receiver (330,430) configured to collect scattered light from the target, wherein the scattered light comprises
a received pulse comprising a first component and a second component, the first component and the second
component having a relative difference in polarization between each other;
a first detector (435);
a second detector (436), wherein the first detector (435) and second detector (436) are each configured to
receive at least a respective component of the received pulse of the scattered light from the receiver; and
timing electronics (340, 440) coupled to each of the first detector (435) and the second detector (436),
wherein an output of the timing electronics (340, 440) comprises a calculation of a relative distance based on
an amount of time elapsed between the respective components of the received pulse of the scattered light,
thereby achieving a sub-pulse width resolution.

2. The lidar system of claim 1 wherein the calculation is enabled by an optical separation of the respective first and
second components of the scattered light.

3. The lidar system of any one of claims 1 or 2, wherein the laser comprises at least one of a polarized laser, pulsed
laser, or continuous wave (CW) laser.

4. The lidar system of any one of claims 1 to 3, wherein the polarized light comprises a known polarization, optionally
wherein the polarized light comprises circular polarization.

5. The lidar system of any one of claims 1 to 4, wherein the receiver comprises a telescope (431), optionally wherein
the receiver further comprises a spectral filter.

6. The lidar system of any one of claims 1 to 5, further comprising a polarizing splitter, wherein the first detector (435)
and the second detector (436) are in optical communication with the polarizing splitter (434).

7. The lidar system of any one of claims 1 to 6, wherein the first component comprises a cross-planar polarization
component of the scattered light and the second component comprises a co-planar component of the scattered
light, optionally wherein the first detector (435) is calibrated to receive the cross-planar component and the second
detector (436) is calibrated to receive the co-planar component.

8. The lidar system of any one of claims 1 to 7, wherein the first detector (435) and the second detector (436) each
comprise a photomultiplier tube, and wherein an output of the photomultiplier tube is a photon count signal.

9. The lidar system of any one of claims 1 to 8, wherein the timing electronics comprises:

a constant fraction discriminator (441), wherein an output of the constant fraction discriminator is an apex of a
photon count signal;
a time-to-digital converter (442); and

a processor coupled to the constant fraction discriminator and the time-to-digital converter, optionally wherein the
time-to-digital converter has a known timing resolution.

10. The lidar system of claim 1 wherein the transmitter further comprises a half-wave plate (414) in optical communication
with the laser; optionally wherein the transmitter further comprises a prism (416)in optical communication with the
laser (412).

11. A method of measuring a relative distance between a first surface and a second surface with differing polarization
characteristics, comprising the steps of:

generating a pulse of polarized light;
scattering at least some of the polarized light from the first surface and at least some of the polarized light from
the second surface;
receiving the scattered light, wherein the scattered light comprises a received pulse;
splitting the scattered light into a first component and a second component, the first component and the second
component having a relative difference in polarization between each other;
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detecting the first component and the second component;
determining an amount of time elapsed between the first component and the second component; and
calculating a relative distance between the first surface and the second surface based on the amount of time
elapsed within the received pulse.

12. The method of claim 11, wherein the first surface comprises a relatively polarization preserving surface and the
second surface comprises a relatively polarization-altering surface, optionally wherein the first surface is a water
surface and the second surface is a water floor.

13. The method of claim 11 or 12, wherein generating polarized light step comprises the steps of:

generating light through a laser; and
passing the light through a polarizer.

14. The method of any one of claims 11 to 13, wherein the first component is a cross-planar polarization component of
the scattered light and the second component is a co-planar component of the scattered light, optionally wherein
the co-planar component of the scattered light comprises substantially the scattered light from the relatively polar-
ization preserving surface and the cross-planar polarization component of the scattered light comprises substantially
the scattered light from the relatively polarization-altering surface, optionally wherein splitting the scattered light
comprises passing the scattered light through a polarizing beam splitter, wherein the cross-planar polarization
component is transmitted substantially normal to the polarizing beam splitter and the co-planar component is reflected
substantially perpendicular to the polarizing beam splitter.

15. The method of any one of claims 11 to 14, wherein the step of calculating a relative distance step is enabled by an
optical separation within the received pulse of at least some of the polarized light from the first surface and at least
some of the polarized light from the second surface.

Patentansprüche

1. LiDAR-System (104, 300, 400), umfassend:

einen Sender (310, 410), der konfiguriert ist, um einen Puls eines polarisierten Lichts (108) zu einem Ziel (112,
136, 320, 420, 513) auszugeben, umfassend einen Laser (412) und einen Polarisator (415) in optischer Ver-
bindung mit dem Laser (412),
einen Empfänger (330, 430), der konfiguriert ist, um gestreutes Licht vom Ziel zu sammeln, wobei das gestreute
Licht einen empfangenen Puls mit einer ersten Komponente und einer zweiten Komponente umfasst, wobei
die erste Komponente und die zweite Komponente eine relative Differenz der Polarisation zwischen einander
aufweisen;
einen ersten Detektor (435);
einen zweiten Detektor (436), wobei der erste Detektor (435) und der zweite Detektor (436) jeweils konfiguriert
sind, um mindestens eine jeweilige Komponente des empfangenen Pulses des gestreuten Lichts vom Emp-
fänger zu empfangen; und
eine Zeitsteuerungselektronik (340, 440), die mit dem ersten Detektor (435) wie auch dem zweiten Detektor
(436) gekoppelt ist,
wobei eine Ausgabe der Zeitsteuerungselektronik (340, 440) eine Berechnung einer relativen Distanz auf der
Grundlage einer Zeitmenge, die zwischen den jeweiligen Komponenten des empfangenen Pulses des gestreu-
ten Lichts verstrichen ist, umfasst, wodurch eine Subpulsbreitenauflösung erzielt wird.

2. LiDAR-System nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Berechnung durch eine optische Trennung der jeweiligen ersten und
zweiten Komponente des gestreuten Lichts ermöglicht wird.

3. LiDAR-System nach einem der Ansprüche 1 oder 2, wobei der Laser zumindest einen von einem polarisierten Laser,
gepulsten Laser oder Dauerstrich(CW)-Laser umfasst.

4. LiDAR-System nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 3, wobei das polarisierte Licht eine bekannte Polarisation umfasst,
wobei optional das polarisierte Licht zirkulare Polarisation umfasst.
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5. LiDAR-System nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 4, wobei der Empfänger ein Teleskop (431) umfasst, wobei optional
der Empfänger ferner einen Spektralfilter umfasst.

6. LiDAR-System nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 5, ferner umfassend einen polarisierenden Teiler, wobei der erste
Detektor (435) und der zweite Detektor (436) in optischer Verbindung mit dem polarisierenden Teiler (434) stehen.

7. LiDAR-System nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 6, wobei die erste Komponente eine senkrecht zur Ebene verlaufende
Polarisationskomponente des gestreuten Lichts umfasst und die zweite Komponente eine komplanare Komponente
des gestreuten Lichts umfasst, wobei optional der erste Detektor (435) kalibriert ist, um die senkrecht zur Ebene
verlaufende Komponente zu empfangen und der zweite Detektor (436) kalibriert ist, um die komplanare Komponente
zu empfangen.

8. LiDAR-System nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 7, wobei der erste Detektor (435) und der zweite Detektor (436)
jeweils eine Photomultiplier-Röhre umfassen, und wobei eine Ausgabe der Photomultiplier-Röhre ein Photonen-
zählsignal ist.

9. LiDAR-System nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 8, wobei die Zeitsteuerungselektronik umfasst:

einen Konstant-Fraktion-Diskriminator (441), wobei eine Ausgabe des Konstant-Fraktion-Diskriminators eine
Spitze eines Photonenzählsignals ist;
einen Zeit/Digital-Wandler (442); und
einen Prozessor, der mit dem Konstant-Fraktion-Diskriminator und dem Zeit/Digital-Wandler gekoppelt ist, wobei
der Zeit/Digital-Wandler optional eine bekannte Zeitauflösung aufweist.

10. LiDAR-System nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Sender ferner eine Halbwellenplatte (414) in optischer Verbindung mit
dem Laser umfasst, wobei optional der Sender ferner ein Prisma (416) in optischer Verbindung mit dem Laser (412)
umfasst.

11. Verfahren zum Messen einer relativen Distanz zwischen einer ersten Oberfläche und einer zweiten Oberfläche mit
unterschiedlichen Polarisationseigenschaften, umfassend die folgenden Schritte:

Erzeugen eines Pulses eines polarisierten Lichts;
Streuen mindestens eines Teils des polarisierten Lichts von der ersten Oberfläche und mindestens eines Teils
des polarisieren Lichts von der zweiten Oberfläche;
Empfangen des gestreuten Lichts, wobei das gestreute Licht einen empfangenen Puls umfasst;
Teilen des gestreuten Lichts in eine erste Komponente und eine zweite Komponente, wobei die erste Kompo-
nente und die zweite Komponente jeweils eine relative Differenz der Polarisation zwischen einander aufweisen;
Erfassen der ersten Komponente und der zweiten Komponente;
Bestimmen einer Zeitmenge, die zwischen der ersten Komponente und der zweiten Komponente verstrichen
ist; und Berechnen einer relativen Distanz zwischen der ersten Oberfläche und der zweiten Oberfläche auf der
Grundlage der innerhalb des empfangenen Pulses verstrichenen Zeitmenge.

12. Verfahren nach Anspruch 11, wobei die erste Oberfläche eine weitgehend Polarisation-erhaltende Oberfläche um-
fasst und die zweite Oberfläche eine weitgehend Polarisationverändernde Oberfläche umfasst, wobei optional die
erste Oberfläche eine Wasseroberfläche ist und die zweite Oberfläche ein Wasserboden ist.

13. Verfahren nach Anspruch 11 oder 12, wobei der Schritt des Erzeugens von polarisiertem Licht die folgenden Schritte
umfasst:

Erzeugen von Licht durch einen Laser; und
Durchführen des Lichts durch einen Polarisator.

14. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 11 bis 13, wobei die erste Komponente eine senkrecht zur Ebene verlaufende
Polarisationskomponente des gestreuten Lichts ist und die zweite Komponente eine komplanare Komponente des
gestreuten Lichts ist, wobei optional die komplanare Komponente des gestreuten Lichts im Wesentlichen das ge-
streute Licht von der weitgehend Polarisation-erhaltenden Oberfläche umfasst und die senkrecht zur Ebene ver-
laufende Polarisationskomponente des gestreuten Lichts im Wesentlichen das gestreute Licht von der weitgehend
Polarisation-verändernden Oberfläche umfasst, wobei optional Teilen des gestreuten Lichts Durchführen des ge-
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streuten Lichts durch einen polarisierenden Strahlteiler umfasst, wobei die senkrecht zur Ebene verlaufende Pola-
risationskomponente im Wesentlichen normal zum polarisierenden Strahlteiler übertragen wird und die komplanare
Komponente im Wesentlichen senkrecht zum polarisierenden Strahlteiler reflektiert wird.

15. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 11 bis 14, wobei der Schritt des Berechnens einer relativen Distanz durch
eine optische Trennung innerhalb des empfangenen Pulses mindestens eines Teils des polarisierten Lichts von der
ersten Oberfläche und mindestens eines Teils des polarisierten Lichts von der zweiten Oberfläche ermöglicht wird.

Revendications

1. Système lidar (104, 300, 400) comprenant :

un émetteur (310, 410) configuré pour fournir en sortie une impulsion de lumière polarisée (108) à une cible
(112, 136, 320, 420, 513), comprenant un laser (412), et un polariseur (415) en communication optique avec
le laser (412),
un récepteur (330, 430) configuré pour collecter une lumière diffusée de la cible, dans lequel la lumière diffusée
comprend une impulsion reçue comprenant une première composante et une seconde composante, la première
composante et la seconde composante ayant une différence relative de polarisation entre elles ;
un premier détecteur (435) ;
un second détecteur (436), dans lequel le premier détecteur (435) et le second détecteur (436) sont chacun
configurés pour recevoir au moins une composante respective de l’impulsion reçue de la lumière diffusée du
récepteur ; et
une électronique de minutage (340, 440) couplée à chacun du premier détecteur (435) et du second détecteur
(436),
dans lequel une sortie de l’électronique de minutage (340, 440) comprend un calcul d’une distance relative
d’après une durée écoulée entre les composantes respectives de l’impulsion reçue de la lumière diffusée,
réalisant ainsi une résolution de largeur de sous-impulsion.

2. Système lidar selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le calcul est permis par une séparation optique des première et
seconde composantes respectives de la lumière diffusée.

3. Système lidar selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 ou 2, dans lequel le laser comprend au moins l’un d’un
laser polarisé, d’un laser à impulsions, ou d’un laser à onde entretenue (CW).

4. Système lidar selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 3, dans lequel la lumière polarisée comprend une
polarisation connue, facultativement dans lequel la lumière polarisée comprend une polarisation circulaire.

5. Système lidar selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 4, dans lequel le récepteur comprend un télescope
(431), facultativement dans lequel le récepteur comprend en outre un filtre spectral.

6. Système lidar selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 5, comprenant en outre un diviseur polarisant, dans
lequel le premier détecteur (435) et le second détecteur (436) sont en communication optique avec le diviseur
polarisant (434).

7. Système lidar selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 6, dans lequel la première composante comprend une
composante de polarisation transplanaire de la lumière diffusée et la seconde composante comprend une compo-
sante coplanaire de la lumière diffusée, facultativement dans lequel le premier détecteur (435) est calibré pour
recevoir la composante transplanaire et le second détecteur (436) est calibré pour recevoir la composante coplanaire.

8. Système lidar selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 7, dans lequel le premier détecteur (435) et le second
détecteur (436) comprennent chacun un tube photomultiplicateur, et dans lequel une sortie du tube photomultipli-
cateur est un signal de dénombrement de photons.

9. Système lidar selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 8, dans lequel l’électronique de minutage comprend :

un discriminateur de fraction constante (441), dans lequel une sortie du discriminateur de fraction constante
est un sommet d’un signal de dénombrement de photons ;
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un convertisseur temps-numérique (442) ; et
un processeur couplé au discriminateur de fraction constante et au convertisseur temps-numérique, facultati-
vement dans lequel le convertisseur temps-numérique a une résolution de minutage connue.

10. Système lidar selon la revendication 1, dans lequel l’émetteur comprend en outre une lame demi-onde (414) en
communication optique avec le laser ; facultativement dans lequel l’émetteur comprend en outre un prisme (416)
en communication optique avec le laser (412).

11. Procédé de mesure d’une distance relative entre une première surface et une seconde surface avec des caracté-
ristiques de polarisation qui diffèrent, comprenant les étapes de :

génération d’une impulsion de lumière polarisée ;
diffusion d’au moins une partie de la lumière polarisée depuis la première surface et d’au moins une partie de
la lumière polarisée depuis la seconde surface ;
réception de la lumière diffusée, dans lequel la lumière diffusée comprend une impulsion reçue ;
division de la lumière diffusée en une première composante et une seconde composante, la première compo-
sante et la seconde composante ayant une différence relative de polarisation entre elles ;
détection de la première composante et de la seconde composante ;
détermination d’une durée écoulée entre la première composante et la seconde composante ; et
calcul d’une distance relative entre la première surface et la seconde surface d’après la durée écoulée au sein
de l’impulsion reçue.

12. Procédé selon la revendication 11, dans lequel la première surface comprend une surface de préservation de
polarisation relative et la seconde surface comprend une surface de modification de polarisation relative, facultati-
vement dans lequel la première surface est une surface d’eau et la seconde surface est un plancher d’eau.

13. Procédé selon la revendication 11 ou 12, dans lequel l’étape de génération de lumière polarisée comprend les
étapes de :

génération d’une lumière par le biais d’un laser ; et
passage de la lumière à travers un polariseur.

14. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 11 à 13, dans lequel la première composante est une compo-
sante de polarisation transplanaire de la lumière diffusée et la seconde composante est une composante coplanaire
de la lumière diffusée, facultativement dans lequel la composante coplanaire de la lumière diffusée comprend
sensiblement la lumière diffusée de la surface de préservation de polarisation relative et la composante de polari-
sation transplanaire de la lumière diffusée comprend sensiblement la lumière diffusée de la surface de modification
de polarisation relative, facultativement dans lequel la division de la lumière diffusée comprend le passage de la
lumière diffusée à travers un diviseur de faisceau polarisant, dans lequel la composante de polarisation transplanaire
est transmise sensiblement normale au diviseur de faisceau polarisant et la composante coplanaire est réfléchie
sensiblement perpendiculaire au diviseur de faisceau polarisant.

15. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 11 à 14, dans lequel l’étape de calcul d’une distance relative
est permise par une séparation optique au sein de l’impulsion reçue d’au moins une partie de la lumière polarisée
de la première surface et d’au moins une partie de la lumière polarisée de la seconde surface.
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